
 

WORKSHOP TUTORIAL 3 

3D visualization with AGAVE 
Advanced GPU Accelerated Volume Explorer 

Instructor 
Dan Toloudis 

Questions 
forum.allencell.org 

 

A. Prerequisites 
 

1. Download the correct version of the software AGAVE v0.9.0.0 from: 
https://www.allencell.org/software-and-code.html 

2. Install and launch AGAVE 0.9.0.0 
a. Windows: extract all, and double-click agave.exe 
b. Mac: unzip folder.  

** If you double click to open AGAVE for the first time, you will see a warning box that 
says “agave can’t be opened because its from an unidentified developer”- this is typical of 
academic and early prototype software ** 
Right-click and select “Open” and select OK. 

3. Make sure you know how to find this file from the provided workshop materials, so we all 
use the same data for the first part of the tutorial: 
tutorial-mitochondria_1.ome.tif 

 

B. Basic 3D volumetric visual analysis using AGAVE 
 

4. Load a file 
a. Click "Open Volume" and navigate to the file tutorial-mitochondria_1.ome.tif 

i. On your own, you can find, filter, download, and load over 30,000 additional 
files in the AICS data set, e.g. you can download a file from here: 
https://cfe.allencell.org  

b. The volume channels contained in the file will be shown in the bottom section of the 
Appearance panel (by default this is the left side of the AGAVE window) 

5. Explore the image to understand spatial relationships among the cell components 
a. Rotate: click and drag on the viewport to rotate the image in 3D 
b. Zoom: right-click (or Ctrl/Cmd-click) and drag to zoom in and out. 
c. Pan: middle-click (or Alt/Option-click) and drag to move the camera side to side 

6. Speed up the rendering: 
a. Change Secondary Step to 20 
b. Rotate the cell field in the viewport - note that the image resolves faster but it is brighter. 
c. Low values for Step sizes will slow down the viewer but make it more accurate.  High 

values are less accurate but speed up the rendering. 
d. The larger the step size, the more likely rays will penetrate through the volume without 

hitting anything. 
7. Click the [Reset] button in the toolbar.  This will return the camera to the initial view. 
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C. Adjusting image settings in Pathtrace mode 
 
The image is a bit translucent right now, but we can make it appear more solid.  
 

8. Move the "Scattering Density" slider to its maximum. 
a. Now the volume data is being treated as too dense.  
b. We can correct this by adjusting the Transfer Function of the volume data in the next 

step. 
9. Adjust the voxel rendering settings for each channel of the data; CMDRP first: 

a. Turn off all the channels except the first one, CMDRP.   
b. Expand the CMDRP menu group by clicking to unfold the [>] arrow. 

i. CMDRP is the title of this channel that comes from the metadata in the 
OME.TIF file.  In AICS microscopy data, it stands for the Cell Membrane Dye 
channel 

c. Click each of Wnd/Lvl, Iso, Pct, and Custom to observe how the image changes 
i. Note that the image histogram is displayed as a guide to making your 

adjustments. 
ii. Wnd/Lvl provide a linear increase within a sub-range of the data 
iii. Iso lets you easily pick out a particular intensity within the data 
iv. Pct lets you clip based on histogram percentages 
v. Custom lets you hand-edit the transfer function 

d. Click Wnd/Lvl.   
e. Move the Window and Level sliders for CMDRP to the left, to ~ 0.1 each 

i. CMDRP looks OK, but moving it to 0.1 will reduce the contribution of the less 
intense voxels to the live rendering by making them more transparent… fully 
transparent in many cases, which will also make the membrane look a bit 
thinner and closer to their actual diameters. 

f. Alter the color of CMDRP: 
i. Click on the button next to Diffuse Color, and choose a different pink 

e.g. you could choose a lighter color to increase the overall contrast and see 
shadows better, or choose a darker color so it becomes a less dominant 
contributor to the final image.  

ii. Click Ok to dismiss the color picker. 
10. Adjust the voxel rendering settings for the remaining fluorescence channels: 

a. Turn off CMDRP and turn on EGFP 
i. Set the EGFP window and level to about 0.04 and 0.16 respectively 

b. Repeat these steps for H3342. 
i. Set the H3342 window and level to about 0.04 and 0.25 repsectively 

11. Turn on all three channels and examine how our cell image looks. 
12. Save this view as an image. 

a. Click “Save Image” in the toolbar. 

b. This will open a dialog box for you to save a snapshot of your current viewport.  Be sure 
to name your file with a .png or .jpg extension. 

13. Save these viewer settings so that we could come back to it later. 
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a. Click “Save Json” in the toolbar. 
b. This will open a dialog box for you to choose the location.  It is recommended to save the 

file in the same directory as the volume data you loaded.   
c. Note: this will save the path to the volume file in the json file.  If you later move the 

volume data, the json file will stop working. 
14. To reload our saved session: 

a. Close agave and restart it. 
b. File-->Open Json 
c. Select the json file you saved previously. 
d. Verify that all lighting and view settings are preserved! 

15. Open the Lighting section 
a. There are two light sources, a single area light, and a whole “sky sphere” illuminating the 

volume.  Each light has a color and an intensity. 
b. Put the skylight sliders all to 0, so that we see the effects of the area light only. 
c. Let’s brighten the area light.  Set its intensity to 250. 
d. Move the Area Light Theta and observe how the shadows move.  Set it to about 0.73. 
e. Now turn on the Sky light Top, Middle, and Bottom by clicking the up arrow to increment 

their intensities to 1. 
f. We now have a very bright image.  We can color tint the sky contribution. Change each of 

the Sky colors to gray and give the middle one a pale orange color.  
g. You can also dial in the Exposure slider in the camera settings to adjust the whole image’s 

brightness.   This lets you have very large light intensities and still keep the whole image 
in balance. 

16. Open the ROI (Region of Interest) section 
a. Rotate the volume to a roughly off-axis diagonal view 
b. Slide the top end of the Z slider downward.  This lets you see a cross-section into the 

middle of the volume. 
c. Move the slider back to maximum 

17. Switch to Ray March Blending renderer  
a. Examine how the image looks.  This is a fast preview mode that does not have any of the 

advanced lighting features.   
18. Switch back to Path Traced renderer. 
19. Examine the segmentation data contained in this file. 

a. Turn off Channels 0 (CMDRP) and 2 (H3342) 

b. Turn on Channel 5 (SEG_Struct) 
c. You can flip this channel on and off to compare the segmentation with the raw data. 

 
 

We want to hear your feedback.  Please share any bugs, improvements, ideas, or requests at 
https://forum.allencell.org/ 
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